Harcourt Assessment
Lean Enterprise Deployment
Standardized testing is a tool used by
elementary, middle and high school level
institutions to gauge the performance of
students as individuals and as a whole. Who
creates, distributes, and grades these tests? For
several years, the face behind standardized
testing has been Harcourt Assessment, Inc.
The business opened in 1921 and today they
continue to share the same conviction in
providing quality assessments and efficient
testing procedures.
Situation
Faced with the challenge of delivering scored
achievement tests to schools in multiple states,
Harcourt Assessment had to operate 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week during its spring 2006
busy season, yet the company was still
missing 43% of its large state contract
deadlines. This put Harcourt in a financial
bind and in August 2006, Michael Hansen
came on board as their new CEO.
Through listening and observing, Hansen
quickly ascertained that this turnaround would
need to focus on operations. He moved his
executive office to the middle of the shop floor
and called upon the Texas Manufacturing
Assistance Center (TMAC) at Southwest
Research Institute (SwRI) to facilitate much
needed improvements.
Situation
During the off season, 15 project teams were
formed to tackle critical areas needed for
improvement to achieve a successful 2007
testing season. TMAC assisted through
leadership, training and facilitation to deploy
lean concepts throughout the organization. A
comprehensive 5S program to achieve
workplace organization was deployed across
operations

Results
By removing waste improving flow, and
implementing the 5S system, Harcourt
management and employees were able to
accomplish these impressive results:

Achieved 100% of their large state
contract deadlines in spring 2007 compared
to 57% in spring 2006.

Increased editing capabilities from
66,000 to 191,000 documents per day,
allowing for the processing of 1.6 million
sheets of test booklets per day.
With a framework of lean manufacturing and
an organized workplace, Harcourt employees
no longer needed to work 7 days a week to
meet deadlines. In 2007 Troy Riegel, general
manager for Harcourt delivered this
statement. “We got it back this year. Now I
can coach my son’s football practice.”
Riegel’s words are a true testament that
Harcourt Assessment, with the assistance of
TMAC’s lean manufacturing, could get the
job done well and still retain the well-being
of their employees. Not only did they turn
around the financial situation, but more
importantly were able to establish a culture of
continuous improvement.
For more information, call Bill Rafferty at (210)
522-5865.
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